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Abstract
We determine higher-derivative terms in the open superstring effective action with U(N) gauge
group up to and including order α′4 as can be extracted from 4 boson, 2 boson - 2 fermion and
4 fermion string scattering amplitudes. This yields corrections to the non-abelian Born-Infeld
action involving higher derivatives as is relevant for studying D-branes beyond the slowly varying
field approximation. While at order α′2 the action has recently been shown to be a symmetrised
trace, this no longer is true at order α′3 or α′4. We argue that these terms including higher
derivatives are as important in a low-energy expansion as e.g. the much-discussed α′4F 6 terms.
In particular a computation of the fluctuation spectra at order α′4 has to take into account
these non-symmetrised trace higher-derivative terms computed here.
1 Introduction
The abelian Born-Infeld action [1] and its supersymmetric generalisation [2] capture the low-energy
dynamics of open superstrings without Chan-Paton factors or, equivalently, of a single D9-brane.
The analogous description in the presence of several D-branes is not known. For N Dp-branes the
gauge group is U(N) and the 9−p embedding coordinates, on which all background fields depend, are
U(N)-valued matrices. To avoid this difficulty one can restrict oneself to studying D9-branes only.
The leading low-energy limit of the effective action then is U(N) super Yang-Mills theory. There has
been quite some controverse, however, concerning the higher-order corrections. It was proposed that
they are again captured by some non-abelian generalisation of the Born-Infeld action with the trace
over the U(N)-generators being a symmetrised trace [3]. While this proposal assumed that derivatives
of the Yang-Mills field strength are small in an appropriate sense and can be neglected, it allows for
large fields with α′F of order one. The symmetrised trace proposal was challenged at order α′4F 6
by comparing fluctuation spectra of this non-abelian Born-Infeld action with background magnetic
fields against a direct calculation of the spectrum from the dual picture of D-branes at angles [4, 5].
There were further indications from requiring κ-symmetry of the effective action that deviations from
a symmetrised trace may already occur at order α′2 for terms involving fermions [6].
The most direct way to settle this issue would be to obtain the effective action from open super-
string scattering amplitudes. While this yielded the bosonic terms through order α′2F 4 long ago [7],
the full action at this order, including fermions, as deduced from the string scattering amplitudes
was obtained recently [8]. At this order, the symmetrised trace turns out to be the correct answer,
and moreover, it is uniquely determined from the scattering amplitudes (up to field redefinitions -
as always). Independently it was shown [9] that imposing linear susy at order α′2 (almost) uniquely
leads to the same action. The conflict with κ-symmetry was resolved [8] by realising that κ-symmetry
actually fails at orders higher than those considered in [6].
The expansion of the action can be viewed as an expansion in α′ and the Yang-Mills coupling
g, with α′gFµν being dimensionless. Thus the lowest order F 2 term can be corrected by α′2g2F 4,
α′3g3F 5, α′4g4F 6 etc, but also by terms of the form α′3g2D2F 4 and α′4g2D4F 4 etc. The standard
assumption of large but slowly-varying fields is that one can neglect α′3g2D2F 4 with respect to
α′3g3F 5 etc. While it was always clear that there is some ambiguity here in the non-abelian case
since [D,D] ∼ gF , it was argued that the assumption would still be valid in a broad class of situations.
I will instead point out that allowing large fields one also has to allow large derivatives. There
are two simple arguments, one formal and one physical. The formal argument is specific to the
non-abelian case and was pointed out to me by Alex Sevrin: If one is interested in the equations of
motion or in the fluctuation spectra rather than in the action itself, one has to vary once or twice
with respect to Aµ. Varying e.g. α
′4g4F 6 twice yields a term of the form α′4g4F 2(DF )2. On the
other hand, the covariant derivatives Dµ also contains gAµ and varying α
′4g2(DF )4 twice also leads
to the same term α′4g4F 2(DF )2. So there seems to be no reason to include only the F 6 term and
not the (DF )4 term.
The second argument applies to both the non-abelian and the abelian case. The basic idea is
simple: if there is some region R in space where the fields are large, with α′gF of order one, they also
have to fall off to zero far from this region. If they fall off slowly enough to have small derivatives,
then they actually stay large over a region much bigger than R. The total energy then is such that
this configuration forms a black hole, so that gravitational effects can no longer be neglected and it is
certainly not enough to only consider the effective action for the gauge fields. To avoid this scenario,
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the fields would have to fall off quickly enough outside the region R, leading to large gradients with
terms like α′4g2(DF )4 comparable to α′4g4F 6.
Let me make the latter argument a bit more quantitative. For simplicity, we make the argument in
the more familiar setting of four dimensions and then indicate how it extends to arbitrary dimensions.
We also drop all irrelevant numerical factors of order one.
The Schwarzschild radius RH of a mass M object is RH ∼
M
M2
P
with Mp being the Planck mass.
We will assume that the string scale 1√
α′
is not very different from MP so that RH ∼ α′M . Consider
a Yang-Mills field configuration with
α′F ∼ λ , (1.1)
where λ is a dimensionless parameter controlling the strength of the field. Suppose this configuration
extends over some region and falls to zero within a radius R. The derivatives then are at least
α′DF ∼
λ
R
(1.2)
over part of this region. The total energy contained within this region is M ∼ F 2R3 ∼ λ
2R3
α′2
with the
Schwarzschild radius being RH ∼
λ2R3
α′
. This configuration will avoid being a black hole if R > RH .
i.e. R <∼
√
α′
λ
. But this implies that the derivatives are
α′3/2DF >∼ λ
2 (1.3)
and cannot be neglected. Specifically, for various terms that appear in the action we get
α′4F 6 ∼
λ6
α′2
, α′3F 2(DF )2 >∼
λ6
α′2
, α′4(DF )4 >∼
λ8
α′2
. (1.4)
Choosing a small λ, one can make α′4(DF )4 smaller than α′4F 6 by a factor λ2. But small λ
means small fields, somewhat contrary to the assumptions. In any case, the higher-derivative term
α′3F 2(DF )2 is exactly as important, if not more, as α′4F 6, whatever the size of λ.
This argument can be extended to any space-time dimension d where various powers of d appear
in various places, but the qualitative conclusion remains the same: To stay within the validity of the
whole scheme, one should avoid that a black hole is formed. This necessarily implies that higher-
derivative terms are as important as higher-order non-derivative terms.
With this motivation in mind, in this paper, I will determine higher-derivative corrections to the
non-abelian Born-Infeld action, by working out these corrections to the open superstring effective
action as it can be obtained from four-point scattering amplitudes. The four-point amplitudes are
well-known and can be easily expanded in α′. It is then not too difficult to match these amplitudes
against those obtained from an effective action including not more than four fields (Fµν or fermions χ,
so the action is of order g2 in the Yang-Mills coupling) but with an arbitrary number of derivatives.
Thus we determine the complete action at order α′3g2 and at order α′4g2. As it is obvious from the
expansion of the scattering amplitudes, the effective action at order α′3g2 is proportional the the
product of two structure constants of the gauge group and hence is not a symmetrised trace. Also,
at order α′4g2, there are two types of contributions, some again proportional the the product of two
structure constants, and others being a symmetrised trace.
The plan of this paper is the following: in section 2, we present the various four-point string
scattering amplitudes, with particular emphasis on the various combinations of the traces over the
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U(N) generators that appear, and give their expansions up to order α′6. In section 3, we set up the
computation of the effective action and briefly recall the results of [8] at order α′2. In section 4 we
compute the complete action including fermions at order α′3 (and ∼ g2) while in section 5 we obtain
the complete action at order α′4 (and ∼ g2).
While the present paper was typed, a paper by Refolli, Santambrogio, Terzi and Zanon [10]
appeared which also determines higher-derivative correction to the non-abelian Born-Infeld action.
While the paper [10] only considers the bosonic part of the action and only with two derivatives, it
also contains some information on F 5 terms.
2 Open superstring four-point scattering amplitudes
In this section we will first review the computation of the tree-level open string (disc) four-point
amplitudes between the massless gauge bosons and their fermionic partners (gauginos) and then
study in some detail their expansion in powers of α′. There is a 4 boson, a 4 fermion and a 2 boson
/ 2 fermion amplitude. We take the external momenta k1, . . . k4 all as incoming, assign Chan-Paton
labels a, b, c, d = 1, . . .dim U(N), and wave-functions ui to the external fermions and polarisations ǫj
to the external bosons. This is depicted in Fig. 1 for the example of a 2 boson / 2 fermion amplitude.
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Figure 1: 2 boson / 2 fermion scattering amplitude
Any of these 4 point amplitudes is a sum of six disc diagrams corresponding to the 6 different
cyclic orderings of the vertex operators as shown in Fig. 2.
The contribution of each of the six orderings then is given [11, 12] by the product of
1.) a trace of the product of matrices λa in the fundamental representation of U(N), taken in the
cyclic order given by the diagram of Fig. 2, e.g. for the first one: trλaλbλcλd ≡ tabcd
2.) a function G depending on the two Mandelstam variables “flowing” through the diagram “hor-
izontally” and “vertically”. For the first diagram of Fig. 2 e.g. the vertical momentum flow gives
(k1 + k2)
2 = s while the horizontal momentum flow gives (k1 + k4)
2 = u. Clearly, the 1. and 2.
diagram give G(s, u), the 3. and 4. give G(s, t) and the 5. and 6. give G(t, u). The function G is
given by
G(s, t) = α′2
Γ(−α′s)Γ(−α′t)
Γ(1− α′s− α′t)
(2.1)
4
bd c
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Figure 2: The six different cyclic orderings
and is the same independent of the nature (boson or fermion) of the massless external states.
3.) a kinematic factor K depending on the polarisations and wave-functions in the given cyclic order
as well as on the momenta. It is independent of α′. This factor would actually be the same also for
loop amplitudes. In the present example of 2 boson / 2 fermion scattering of Fig 1, the 3. diagram
of Fig. 2 would e.g. come with a K(u1, ǫ2, u4, ǫ3).
4.) a normalisation factor which we will take to be −8ig2.
5.) a minus sign for any diagram in Fig. 2 which differs from the first one by the permutation of
two fermions. Note that these signs will be cancelled in the end by the corresponding antisymmetry
of the K-factor.
Let us now discuss these ingredients in more detail.
2.1 The traces
The traces come in 3 combinations (recall that tabcd ≡ tr λaλbλcλd):
T1 = tabcd + tdcba , T2 = tabdc + tcdba , T3 = tacbd + tdbca . (2.2)
Using [λa, λb] = ifabcλc and {λa, λb} = dabcλc as well as the normalisation trλaλb = δab it is easy to
show that
T1 + T2 + T3 = 6 strλaλbλcλd =
1
2
(dabedcde + dacedbde + dadedbce)
T2 − T1 = fabefcde , T2 − T3 = facefbde , T1 − T3 = fadefbce . (2.3)
Using the Jacobi identities of the appendix we also obtain
T1 =
1
2
(dabedcde + dadedbce − dacedbde)
T2 =
1
2
(dabedcde + dacedbde − dadedbce)
T3 =
1
2
(dacedbde + dadedbce − dabedcde) . (2.4)
2.2 The function G
The dependence of the amplitudes on the Mandelstam variables is contained in the function G as
given in eq. (2.1). Its expansion in powers of α′ is, up to and including α′6 terms:
G(s, t) =
1
st
−
π2
6
α′2 +
c2
2
(s+ t)α′3 −
π4
360
(4s2 + 4t2 + st)α′4
5
+[
c4
24
(s+ t)(s2 + t2 + st)−
π2c2
12
(s+ t)st
]
α′5
+
[
c22
8
(s+ t)2st−
π6
15120
(16s4 + 16t4 + 12s3t+ 12st3 + 23s2t2)
]
α′6 +O(α′7) , (2.5)
where the cn are defined by
cn =
dnψ(z)
dzn
∣∣∣
z=1
=
dn+1 log Γ(z)
dzn+1
∣∣∣
z=1
, (2.6)
and in particular c2 = 2ζ(3) ≃ −2.40411 and c4 ≃ −24.8863.
Using s+ t = −u we may rewrite G in a way which makes explicit the terms which are invariant
when changing the arguments:
G(s, t) =
1
st
−
π2
6
α′2 − ζ(3)uα′3 −
[
π4
180
(s2 + t2 + u2)−
π4
120
st
]
α′4
+
[
π2ζ(3)
6
stu−
c4
48
(s2 + t2 + u2)u
]
α′5
+
[
−
π6
2880
(s2 + t2 + u2)2 +
π6
3024
(s2 + t2 + u2)
(
st+
u2
2
)
+
(
π6
3024
+
ζ(3)2
2
)
(stu) u
]
α′6 +O(α′7) , (2.7)
2.3 The kinematical factors K
The K factors are given in ref. [11]. Some care has to be exercised while copying the formula since
our conventions are different from those of ref. [11]1.
For 4 boson we get:
K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) = −
tu
4
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 −
su
4
ǫ1 · ǫ3 ǫ2 · ǫ4 −
st
4
ǫ1 · ǫ4 ǫ2 · ǫ3 −
s
2
Ks −
t
2
Kt −
u
2
Ku (2.8)
where
Ks = ǫ1 · k4 ǫ3 · k2 ǫ2 · ǫ4 + ǫ2 · k3 ǫ4 · k1 ǫ1 · ǫ3 + ǫ1 · k3 ǫ4 · k2 ǫ2 · ǫ3 + ǫ2 · k4 ǫ3 · k1 ǫ1 · ǫ4
Kt = Ks|2↔3
Ku = Ks|2↔4 (2.9)
Note that K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) is completely symmetric under any permutation i ↔ j and it vanishes if
we replace ǫi by ki as required by gauge invariance.
For four fermions the K-factor is given by
K(u1, u2, u3, u4) =
s
8
u1γµu4 u2γ
µu3 −
u
8
u1γµu2 u4γ
µu3 . (2.10)
1 The differences are: a) sGSW = −s, tGSW = −u, uGSW = −t, b) {Γµ,Γν}GSW = −2η
µν
GSW
while we take
{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν , and c) we also must change the overall normalisation by a factor − 1
4
for the 4 fermion and the 2
boson / 2 fermion case, while in the 4 boson case the GSW normalisation is appropriate.
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The ui are the (commuting) fermion ten-dimensional Majorana-Weyl wave-functions. Hence we have
uiγ
µuj = ujγ
µui and the Fierz identity
u1γµu2 u3γ
µu4 + u1γµu3 u4γ
µu2 + u1γµu4 u2γ
µu3 = 0 (2.11)
which together with the relation s+t+u = 0 implies thatK(u1, u2, u3, u4) is completely antisymmetric
under the exchange of any two fermions, e.g. we have K(u1, u2, u4, u3) = −K(u1, u2, u3, u4) etc.
For two fermions and two bosons, ref. [11] considers two cases separately: the two fermions are
adjacent or not. Both cases actually lead to the same K-factor as we now show. For fermions that
are adjacent in the cyclic order we get from [11]
K(u1, ǫ2, ǫ3, u4) =
u
8
A +
s
8
B (2.12)
where we define the convenient expressions (k/ ≡ kµγµ)
A = u1ǫ/2(k/3 + k/4)ǫ/3u4
B = 2u1 (ǫ/3 k3 · ǫ2 − ǫ/2 k2 · ǫ3 − k/3 ǫ2 · ǫ3) u4 . (2.13)
Using the on-shell properties
k2 · ǫ2 = k3 · ǫ3 = k/4u4 = u1k/1 = 0 (2.14)
one easily shows
A|2↔3 = A−B , A|1↔4 = B −A
B|2↔3 = −B , B|1↔4 = B . (2.15)
It then follows that K(u1, ǫ2, ǫ3, u4) is symmetric under the exchange of the two bosons and antisym-
metric under exchange of the two fermions. If the fermions are not adjacent in the cyclic ordering
we get instead from [11]
K(u1, ǫ2, u4, ǫ3) = −
t
8
u1ǫ/2(k/3 + k/4)ǫ/3u4 −
s
8
u1ǫ/3(k/2 + k/3)ǫ/2u4
= −
t
8
A−
s
8
(A−B) =
u
8
A+
s
8
B (2.16)
which is actually identical to the other K-factor (2.12) for adjacent fermions. Thus there is a single
K-factor for 2 bosons / 2 fermions, just as for 4 boson or 4 fermion scattering.
These kinematical factors are actually determined by the required (anti)symmetry, (linearized)
gauge invariance and dimensional reasoning. In the 2 fermion / 2 boson case e.g. the (anti)symmetry
and dimensional reasoning require K to be of the form Kβ =
u
8
A + 1
8
(
s+ β
(
t− u
2
))
B and then
gauge invariance (vanishing upon ǫi → ki) fixes β = 0.
It follows that any of the four-point (tree-level) amplitudes we are interested in takes the form
A4 = −8ig
2 K(1, 2, 3, 4) ×
× {(tabcd + tdcba)G(s, u) + (tabdc + tcdba)G(s, t) + (tacbd + tdbca)G(t, u)} .
(2.17)
Note that any minus signs introduced when two fermions in Fig. 2 are permuted with respect to
the reference configuration has been cancelled by another minus sign when performing the same
permutation on the arguments of K to rewrite it as K(1, 2, 3, 4).
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2.4 α′-expansion of the four-point amplitude
Inserting the α′-expansion of the G-function into (2.17) we get for any of the four-point amplitudes
A4 = −8ig
2 K(1, 2, 3, 4)
∞∑
N=0
a
(n)
4 α
′n . (2.18)
The lowest order term can be written in 3 equivalent ways:
a
(0)
4 =
1
s
(
1
t
facefbde +
1
u
fadefbce
)
= −
1
u
(
1
s
fabefcde +
1
t
facefbde
)
=
1
t
(
1
s
fabefcde −
1
u
fadefbce
)
. (2.19)
This vanishes in the abelian case: there is no lowest order photon-photon scattering. Clearly, there
is no order α′ contribution and a(1)4 = 0.
The obvious fact about the order α′2 contribution is that it is always a symmetrised trace. Indeed,
at order α′2 the function G is just a constant, and thus all traces contribute equally, leading to a
symmetrised trace:
a
(2)
4 = −π
2 str λaλbλcλd . (2.20)
At order α′3, since s + t + u = 0, no symmetrised trace part remains and the contribution only
contains products of structure constants f (as was also the case at order α′0 for the same reason):
a
(3)
4 = ζ(3) (tfabefcde + sfacefbde)
=
ζ(3)
3
[(t− u)fabefcde + (s− u)facefbde + (s− t)fadefbce] (2.21)
which again can be rewritten in various ways.
The order α′4 contribution is more interesting as it contains a manifestly symmetric and a non-
symmetric piece:
a
(4)
4 = −
π4
24
(s2 + t2 + u2) str λaλbλcλd
+
π4
360
[s(t− u)fabefcde + t(s− u)facefbde + u(s− t)fadefbce] . (2.22)
Similarly at order α′5:
a
(5)
4 = π
2ζ(3) stu str λaλbλcλd
+
c4
48
(s2 + t2 + u2) (tfabefcde + sfacefbde) . (2.23)
Finally, we give the order α′6 contribution to the four-point amplitudes:
a
(6)
4 = −
π6
480
(s2 + t2 + u2)2 str λaλbλcλd
+
π6
6048
(s2 + t2 + u2) [s(t− u)fabefcde + t(s− u)facefbde + u(s− t)fadefbce]
8
−(
π6
3024
+
ζ(3)2
2
)
stu [tfabefcde + sfacefbde] . (2.24)
Note that, by construction, all a
(n)
4 are completely symmetric under exchange of any two exter-
nal states, so that the symmetry properties of the amplitude are correctly given by those of the
kinematical factors K(1, 2, 3, 4).
The explicit forms of the various four-point amplitudes up to and including the order α′2 terms
are given in [8].
3 The effective action at order α′2
In this section we set up the computation of the effective action. Since the determination of the α′3
and α′4 terms in the next two sections is an extension of the α′2 computation, it is most useful to first
quickly review the latter as obtained in [8] by matching the amplitudes computed from the effective
action against the string amplitudes at order α′2. This is the purpose of the present section.
3.1 The α′ expansion
Our goal is to find the effective action which reproduces the α′-expansion of the open superstring
four-point amplitude of the previous section. Note that this determines the action only up to on-shell
terms ∼ γµ∂µχ or ∼ ∂µF µν . At lowest order in α′ this is of course well-known to be the U(N) N = 1
super Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions
LSYM = tr
(
−
1
4
FµνF
µν +
i
2
χγµDµχ
)
. (3.1)
The order α′0 amplitudes serve to fix the normalisations correctly. Our Feynman rules and other
conventions are given in the appendix. At higher orders in α′, the possible terms are given by dimen-
sional analysis: in any space-time dimension d, the combination gAµ of the YM coupling constant
and the gauge field has canonical dimension one, and thus gFµν has dimension two. Similarly, the
analogous combination for the fermion gχ has canonical dimension 3
2
. Thus dimensionless quantities
are α′gFµν and α′2g2 χγDχ This leads to the following possible terms beyond LSYM.
At order α′ there is only α′g χγDχF while at order α′2 we have (α′g)2 FFFF , (α′g)2 χγDχFF and
(α′g)2 χγDχχγDχ with various Lorentz and Lie algebra structures. One could also replace in some
terms gF by two covariant derivatives leading e.g. to α′2gχγµDρDνDρχF µν or α′2gχγρDµDρDνχF µν
etc. Upon commuting two derivatives (which gives back gF ) this contains either D2χ or D/χ which
both vanish on-shell. Similarly, any term of the form α′2gFDFDF either vanishes on-shell (∼
DρF
µρ), possibly after partial integration, or gives back some (α′g)2FFFF term. Thus there are no
“higher-derivative” terms at order α′2.
Note that all our order α′2 terms contain at least four fields (χ or Aµ) and hence each contribute to
the four-point amplitude only via a single vertex diagram (1PI) while the order α′ terms contain 3, 4
or 5 fields and contribute to the four-point amplitude both a 1PI piece and via one-particle reducible
s, t and u-channel diagrams. All these terms would also contribute to higher-than-four-point, say
six-point, amplitudes, both via one-particle reducible and irreducible diagrams.
At order α′3 we encounter (α′g)3F 5, but also α′3g2F 2(DF )2 (which now does not vanish on-
shell). Similarly at order α′4 we have e.g. (α′g)4F 6 and α′4g2F 2(D2F )2. While the former terms
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cannot contribute to the four-point amplitude, the latter do. Comparing these contributions with
the corresponding α′-expansion of the string amplitude in sections 4 and 5, we will determine these
higher order terms with no more than a total of four field strengths F or fermion fields χ.
A remark is in order about on-shell terms. Consider e.g. α˜′2(χ∂/χ)2 or α˜′2χ∂/χFρσF ρσ. They
vanish on-shell and do not contribute to the four-point amplitude. These terms only contribute to
the four-point amplitude via a single vertex (1PI diagram) and the fields involved are necessarily all
on-shell. However, if we would compute the six-point amplitude at order α′4 using two such vertices
joined by one fermion propagator in a one particle reducible diagram, the fermion might well be
off-shell and such a term could not be dropped. This is consistent with the following interpretation
of on-shell terms: an order α′2 on-shell term can be removed by a field redefinition involving an order
α′2 piece. But when substituting the new fields in the order α′2 interaction, this will also generate a
new interaction at order α′4 that will contribute irreducibly to the six-point amplitude.
3.2 The ansatz for the non-abelian effective action
We write the effective action up to and including order α′2 as
L = LSYM + L4b + L2b/2f + L4f + L∗ +O(α
′3) (3.2)
with L4b, L2b/2f and L4f containing the order α′2 terms needed to reproduce the string amplitudes to
this order. The piece L∗ contains any terms ∼ α˜′2D/χ, ∼ α˜′2Dµχγµ, ∼ α˜′2DµF µν that vanish on-shell
and do not contribute to the four-point amplitudes as discussed above. In the following we write
L1 ≃ L2 if L1 and L2 only differ up to terms in L∗ and up to partial integration.
The purely bosonic piece L4b is well-known since long [7]:
L4b = α˜
′2 str
(
1
8
FµνF
νρFρσF
σµ −
1
32
(FµνF
µν)2
)
(3.3)
where
α˜′ = 2πgα′ . (3.4)
Since this contains exactly four F ’s the contribution to the four gluon amplitude is obtained by
extracting the interaction where each F aµν is replaced simply by ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νA
a
µ. There is then a single
order α′2 four gluon vertex contributing to the amplitude, and it is a straightforward exercise to
show that the result coincides with the order α′2 part of the string amplitude A4b4 . In fact, it is
not necessary to check all the terms in K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) since the structure of K is fixed by gauge
invariance and permutation symmetry. It is e.g. enough to check that (3.3) yields the ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4
term with the correct coefficient. It is also easy to check that (3.3) is the unique interaction that
reproduces the string four-gluon amplitude at order α′2.
The other terms in (3.2) were determined in [8]. A possible order α′ term ic1dabcχaγµDνχbF cµν
is first removed by a field redefinition χa → χa + 1
2
c1α
′dabcF bρσγρσχ
c. Then a general ansatz for the
mixed piece is
L′2b/2f = iα˜
′2yabcdχ
aγµDνχ
bF cµρF d νρ + iα˜
′2zabcdχ
aγµγνγρDσχ
bF cµνF dρσ
= iα˜′2y˜abcdχ
aγµDνχ
bF cµρF d νρ + iα˜
′2zabcdχ
aγµνρDσχ
bF cµνF dρσ (3.5)
with
y˜abcd = yabcd + 2zabcd (3.6)
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and where the prime on L is just to remind us that this is the form after the field redefinition.
For the four fermion interaction L4f a general ansatz is
L4f = α˜
′2gabcdχ
aγµDνχb χcγµDνχ
d + α˜′2habcdχ
aγµDνχb χcγνDµχ
d , (3.7)
since other terms like α˜′2jabcdχaγµνρDρχb χcγµDνχd or α˜′2labcdχaγµνρDσχb χcγµνρDσχd can be rewrit-
ten, using Fierz identities, as a combination of the two terms in (3.7), up to terms ∼ D/χ which do not
contribute to the amplitude. Upon partial integration and dropping any terms that vanish on-shell,
one sees that one may just as well assume that habcd is symmetric under interchange of a and b or of
c and d. Similarly, we may assume
gabcd = gcdab and g(ab)[cd] = g[ab](cd) = 0 ⇒ gabcd = gbadc . (3.8)
3.3 Matching the 2 boson / 2 fermion amplitude
The most convenient form of the relevant interaction is the first line of (3.5). It only contributes
two terms to the 2 boson / 2 fermion interaction, obtained upon replacing Dλ → ∂λ and F aµν →
∂µA
a
ν−∂νA
a
µ. Obviously, there is no order α
′ piece, while the computation of the order α′2 contribution
to the amplitude is a bit lengthy but straightforward. It yields [8]
A
2b/2f
4 = iα˜
′2
{
A(tz+ + sz−)
+ u1ǫ/3u4
[
2k1 · ǫ2(tz
+ + sz−) +
1
2
(tk1 · ǫ2 − sk4 · ǫ2)(ydacb + yadcb)
]
− u1ǫ/2u4
[
2k4 · ǫ3(tz
+ + sz−) +
1
2
(tk4 · ǫ3 − sk1 · ǫ3)(ydabc + yadbc)
]
− u1k/3u4ǫ2 · ǫ3
[
−2tz+ +
s
2
(yadbc + ydacb)−
t
2
(ydabc + yadcb)
]
+ u1k/3u4
[
k1 · ǫ2k1 · ǫ3(ydabc − ydacb) + k4 · ǫ2k4 · ǫ3(yadcb − yadbc)
− k1 · ǫ2k4 · ǫ3(4z
− + yadbc + ydacb)
+ k4 · ǫ2k1 · ǫ3(4z
+ + ydabc + yadcb)
]}
(3.9)
with
z+ = zdabc + zadcb , z
− = zadbc + zdacb (3.10)
and where A (and B) where defined in (2.13). Note that this vanishes if we replace ǫi → ki, as
required by gauge invariance.
Matching the result (3.9) to the corresponding string amplitude (recall that α˜′ = 2πgα′) yielded
the following conditions [8]
z+ = z− = −
1
4
str λaλbλcλd , yadbc + ydabc = str λaλbλcλd , yadbc = yadcb . (3.11)
This can be equivalently written as
zabcd + zbadc = −
1
4
strλaλbλcλd , y(ab)cd =
1
2
str λaλbλcλd , yab[cd] = 0 . (3.12)
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It was shown in [8] that, up to terms that secretly vanish on shell and hence can be eliminated by
field redefinitions, the unique solution is
yabcd =
1
2
str λaλbλcλd
zabcd = −
1
8
str λaλbλcλd (3.13)
3.4 Matching the 4 fermion amplitude
We will now review the contribution of L4f to the 4 fermion amplitude. It was shown in [8] that the
second term in L4f cannot reproduce anything that looks like the string amplitude unless it can be
transformed - using some Fierz identity - into a term with the same Lorentz index structure as the
first one in L4f . This is only possible if habcd is completely symmetric in all its indices. We begin
by examining the contribution of the first term alone. Obviously, its contribution to the amplitude
contains u1γµu2u3γ
µu4, u1γµu4u2γ
µu3 and u1γµu3u2γ
µu4. Using the Fierz identity (2.11) this last
expression can be rewritten as a combination of the two other, and, upon taking into account (3.8)
one gets [8]
A4f4 |g−terms = −2iα˜
′2
{
[(gacbd + gadbc) s− gadcb t− gacdb u] u1γµu4u2γ
µu3
− [(gacdb + gabdc) u− gabcd t− gacbd s] u1γµu2u3γ
µu4
}
. (3.14)
Comparing with the string amplitude one sees that, if and only if
gabcd = gacbd , (3.15)
the amplitude reduces to the desired form
A4f4 |g−terms = −2iα˜
′2 (gacbd + gabdc + gadcb) (s u1γµu4u2γ
µu3 − u u1γµu2u3γ
µu4) . (3.16)
The condition (3.15) together with (3.8) and the results of the appendix on 4-index tensors determine
gabcd to be of the form (dropping a piece that leads to a term that secretly vanishes on-shell)
gabcd = g str λaλbλcλd (3.17)
Concerning the second term it was shown [8] that one needs
habcd = h str λaλbλcλd (3.18)
so that one has using Fierz identities
habcdχ
aγµDνχ
b χcγνDµχd ≃
2
3
habcdχ
aγµDνχ
b χcγµDνχd =
2
3
h strχγµDνχ χγ
µDνχ , (3.19)
and the h-term contributes to the amplitude 2
3
of the g-term. Matching to the string amplitude
then requires 3g + 2h = −1
8
. While the expansion of the Born-Infeld determinant leads to g = 1
8
and h = −1
4
, one should keep in mind that the g-term and the h-term are really indistinguishable
on-shell (modulo the factor 2
3
), i.e. up to field redefinitions.
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3.5 The string effective action
The full effective action up to and including all order α′2 g2 terms, bosonic, fermionic and mixed, can
be written as [8]
Lstring = str
(
−
1
4
FµνF
µν +
i
2
χγµDµχ+
α˜′2
8
FµνF
νρFρσF
σµ −
α˜′2
32
(FµνF
µν)2
+ i
α˜′2
4
χγµDνχF
µρF νρ − i
α˜′2
8
χγµνρDσχF
µνF ρσ
+
α˜′2
8
χγµDνχχγµDνχ−
α˜′2
4
χγµDνχχγνDµχ
)
+O(α˜′3 g2 , α′2 g3) . (3.20)
As noted in [8], this coincides with the result of the following manipulation: Take the abelian Born-
Infeld action and expand it up to and including order α′2. Make the field redefinition to eliminate the
order α′ term, and drop all “on-shell” terms ∼ α˜′2∂/χ. Only then proceed to the obvious non-abelian
generalisation and take a symmetrised trace.
4 The effective action at order α′3
We can now go on and compare results for the amplitudes beyond order α′2. For the string amplitudes
the α′ expansion was easy to obtain and is given in section 2. As already discussed, these four-point
amplitudes only allow us to obtain information on the field theory side on terms that are quartic (or
less) in the fields. For example, at order α′3 we can get information about terms like α′3g2F 2(DF )2
but not α′3g3F 5. Thus we cannot go beyond order g2 terms.
We begin with the action (3.20). There are cubic and quartic vertices of order α′0 and quartic
and higher vertices of order α′2. As a consequence there cannot be any contribution to the four-point
amplitudes at order α′3 from one-particle reducible diagrams with vertices made from the interactions
already contained in (3.20). All order α′3 contributions to the four-point amplitudes come from new
quartic (and higher) interactions of order α′3. This same discussion then repeats itself at order
α′4 and so on. This is a considerable simplification since disentangling one-particle reducible from
one-particle irreducible contributions in general is a rather cumbersome task.
From eqs. (2.18) and (2.21) we know that the four-point string amplitudes at order α′3 are
A4|
string
α′3 = −8ig
2α′3 ζ(3) (tfabefcde + sfacefbde)K(1, 2, 3, 4)
= +8ig2α′3 ζ(3) (tfadefbce + ufacefbde)K(1, 2, 3, 4) . (4.1)
4.1 Four fermion terms
Lets first look at the four fermion interaction which we parametrize in a similar way as before:
Lα
′3
4f = c˜g
2α′3g˜abcd χ
aγµD(νDρ)χb χcγµD(νDρ)χ
d (4.2)
with g˜abcd = g˜cdab. We wrote D(νDρ) since the antisymmetric piece is D[νDρ] ∼ gFνρ and corresponds
to an order g3 term which would show up in a five-point amplitude. Said differently, for our purpose
of computing four-point amplitudes we can replace DνDρ → ∂ν∂ρ which is symmetric in ν and ρ.
The computation of the amplitude then is very similar to the order α′2 computation above in (3.14)
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except that we have more derivatives in the interaction, and a priori, g˜ has less symmetries. The
result is
A4f4 |α′3 =
i
2
c˜g2α′3
{[
(g˜abcd + g˜badc)t
2 + (g˜acbd + g˜cadb)s
2
− (g˜bacd + g˜abdc + g˜acdb + g˜cabd)u
2
]
u1γµu2u3γ
µu4
+
[
(g˜acbd + g˜cadb + g˜adbc + g˜dacb)s
2
− (g˜acdb + g˜cabd)u
2 − (g˜adcb + g˜dabc)t
2
]
u1γµu4u2γ
µu3
}
. (4.3)
This can be matched to the string amplitude (4.1) with K(u1, u2, u3, u4) = −
u
8
u1γµu2u3γ
µu4 +
s
8
u1γµu4u2γ
µu3 if and only if the coefficients g˜abcd satisfy
g˜abcd + g˜badc = 2fadefbce (4.4)
up to an arbitrary normalisation which we can absorb into c˜. Keeping in mind that g˜abcd = g˜cdab, the
general solution of this condition is
g˜abcd = fadefbce + g˜4(dabefcde + dcdefabe) (4.5)
with an arbitrary constant g˜4. Again, the pieces ∼ g˜4 in (4.2) vanish on-shell and can be eliminated
by a field redefinition. Hence we can assume g˜4 = 0. The amplitude then reads
A4f4 |α′3 = 2ic˜g
2α′3 (tfabefcde + sfacefbde) (u u1γµu2u3γ
µu4 − s u1γµu4u2γ
µu3) . (4.6)
Comparing with the string amplitude (4.1) we find perfect agreement if the constant c˜ is choosen to
be c˜ = 1
2
ζ(3). Then the four fermion interaction at order α′3 reads
Lα
′3
4f =
ζ(3)
2
g2α′3fadefbceχ
aγµDνDρχb χcγµDνDρχ
d . (4.7)
Note that, as always with four fermion terms, Lα
′3
4f can be rewritten in a variety of ways using the
Fierz transformations. It is clear nevertheless that there is no way to rewrite it as a symmetrised
trace. Thus: there is no symmetrised trace prescription at order α′3 ! No field redefinition or Fierz
transformation could help to evade this conclusion.
4.2 Two boson / two fermion interaction
In analogy with the order α′2 interaction L′2b/2f of (3.5) we start with
Lα
′3
2b/2f = ig
2α′3
(
Y
(1)
abcd χ
aγµDνDλχ
b F cµρDλF
d ν
ρ + Y
(2)
abcd χ
aγµDνDλχ
bDλF
cµρF d νρ
+ Z
(1)
abcd χ
aγµγνγρDσDλχ
b F cµνDλF
dρσ + Z
(2)
abcd χ
aγµγνγρDσDλχ
bDλF
cµνF dρσ
)
(4.8)
Again we may assume DνDλ → D(νDλ) etc. With respect to eq. (3.5) we have two more derivatives
and yabcd is replaced by Y
(1)
abcd or Y
(2)
abcd and zabcd by Z
(1)
abcd or Z
(2)
abcd. It is easy to see that the amplitude
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computation then proceeds in exactly the same way, except that extra factors of s, t or u appear.
One can copy these computations line by line if one makes the following substitutions (in addition
to α˜′2 → g2α′3):
yadbc → −
s
2
Y
(1)
adbc −
t
2
Y
(2)
adbc , yadcb → −
t
2
Y
(1)
adcb −
s
2
Y
(2)
adcb
ydabc → −
t
2
Y
(1)
dabc −
s
2
Y
(2)
dabc , ydacb → −
s
2
Y
(1)
dacb −
t
2
Y
(2)
dacb
z+ → −
t
2
Z(1)+ −
s
2
Z(2)+ , z− → −
s
2
Z(1)− −
t
2
Z(2)− (4.9)
where Z(1)± and Z(2)± are defined in analogy with (3.10) for z±. We perform these substitutions in
the resulting amplitude (3.9) and match the resulting expression to the string amplitude ∼ uA+ sB.
Vanishing of the u1k/3u4 k · ǫ k · ǫ terms requires
Y
(2)
abcd = Y
(1)
abdc (4.10)
and
Z ≡ sZ(1)− + tZ(2)− = tZ(1)+ + sZ(2)+ = −
s
4
(
Y
(1)
adbc + Y
(1)
dacb
)
−
t
4
(
Y
(1)
adcb + Y
(1)
dabc
)
. (4.11)
Then the amplitude becomes
A
2b/2f
4 |α′3 =
i
2
g2α′3(uA+ sB) Z = 4ig2α′3K(u1, ǫ2, ǫ3, u4) Z (4.12)
so that we need
Z = −2ζ(3)(tfabefcde + sfacefbde) . (4.13)
Then the general solution of eq. (4.11) is
Y
(1)
abcd = −4ζ(3)fadefbce + y4dabefcde + y5dcdefabe ,
Y
(2)
abcd = −4ζ(3)facefbde − y4dabefcde + y5dcdefabe ,
Z
(1)
abcd = ζ(3)fadefbce + z
(1)
4 dabefcde + z
(1)
5 dcdefabe ,
Z
(2)
abcd = ζ(3)facefbde + z
(2)
4 dacefbde + z
(2)
5 dbdeface . (4.14)
As before, there are undetermined parameters y4, y5, z
(1)
4 , z
(1)
5 , z
(2)
4 and z
(2)
5 but the corresponding
terms in (4.8) all vanish on-shell which can be shown along the same lines as in [8]. They can thus
be eliminated by field redefinitions and we can assume y4 = y5 = z
(1)
4 = z
(1)
5 = z
(2)
4 = z
(2)
5 = 0 from
the outset. The interaction (4.8) then takes the very simple form
Lα
′3
2b/2f = 2iζ(3) g
2α′3fadefbce
{
− 4χaγ(µDν)Dλχ
b F cµρDλF
d ν
ρ
+χaγµγνγρDσDλχ
b 1
2
(
F cµνDλF
dρσ + F cρσDλF
dµν
) }
(4.15)
which can also be rewritten as
Lα
′3
2b/2f = 2ζ(3) g
2α′3fadefbce
{
−2iχaγ(µDν)Dλχ F
cµρDλF
d ν
ρ +iχ
aγµρ[σDν]Dλχ
b F cµνDλF
dρσ
}
. (4.16)
This last form is particularly suggestive when compared to the order α′2 interaction.
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4.3 Four boson interaction
We start with the following interaction
Lα
′3
4b = g
2α′3
(
αabcd F
a
µνDλF
bνρDλF
c
ρσF
dσµ + βabcd F
a
µνDλF
bνρF cρσDλF
dσµ
+γabcd F
a
µνDλF
bµν F cρσDλF
dρσ
)
(4.17)
where obviously we may assume that the coefficients have the following symmetries: αabcd = αdcba,
βabcd = βcdab = βcbad = βadcb and γabcd = γcdab. It is slighly less obvious and needs some partial
integration, reshuffling of indices and dropping of on-shell terms, to show that we may also assume
α(ab)[cd] = α[ab](cd) = γ(ab)[cd] = γ[ab](cd) = 0. Using the results of the appendix, these symmetries imply
that
αabcd = α1dabedcde + α2dacedbde + α3dadedbce
βabcd = β1(dabedcde + dadedbce) + β2dacedbde
γabcd = γ1dabedcde + γ2dacedbde + γ3dadedbce . (4.18)
Note that we have not written a term ∼ δabcdDλF aµνDλF
bµνF cρσF
dρσ with a δabcd that is symmetric
under exchange of a and b, of c and d and of ab with cd, since upon partial integration it can
be rewritten (on shell) as the symmetric part of the term ∼ γabcd. As already discussed, it is not
necessary to check that the full string amplitude with all terms in K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) is reproduced.
Since all terms in K are uniquely determined from any single one in K by permutation symmetry
and gauge invariance, it is enough to check e.g. that the term −ut
4
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 is correctly reproduced
by the interaction. Thus we want to obtain a term
− 2iζ(3) g2α′3(tfadefbce + ufacefbde) ut ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 . (4.19)
The interaction (4.17) leads to
−
i
4
g2α′3ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4
{
t3(αabdc + abacd) + u
3(αabcd + αbadc) + su
2(αadcb + αdabc) + st
2(αacdb + αcabd)
+ 2t2u(βabdc + βbacd) + 2tu
2(βabcd + βbadc)
+ 4s2t(γabcd + γbadc) + 4s
2u(γabdc + γbacd)
}
. (4.20)
This equals the string amplitude if and only if
0 = αabdc + αbadc − (αacdb + αcabd) + 4(γabcd + γbadc)
−8ζ(3)fadefbce = −(αacdb + αcabd) + 2(βabdc + βbacd) + 8(γabcd + γbadc) + 4(γabdc + γbacd) .(4.21)
This is solved by
αabcd = −ζ(3)facefbde
βabcd = −
ζ(3)
2
(fadefbce − fabefcde)
γabcd =
ζ(3)
2
fadefbce (4.22)
While this is a solution, it is not the most general one. Indeed, plugging in the general form (4.18)
of the coefficients into the equations (4.21) yields
β1 = −
ζ(3)
2
+
α0
2
, β2 = ζ(3) +
α2
2
, γ1 = −γ2 =
ζ(3)
2
, γ3 = 0 , α3 − α1 = 2ζ(3) (4.23)
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with α2 and α1 + α3 ≡ 2α0 undetermined. The general solution then is
αabcd = −ζ(3)facefbde + α0(dabedcde + dadedbce) + α2dacedbde
βabcd = −
ζ(3)
2
(fadefbce − fabefcde) +
α0
2
(dabedcde + dadedbce) +
α2
2
dacedbde
γabcd =
ζ(3)
2
fadefbce . (4.24)
Again, the terms involving the ambigous α0 and α2 actually vanish. The α2 term in αabcd e.g. leads
to a term α2dacedbdeF
a
µνDλF
bνρDλF
c
ρσF
dσµ = α2
2
Dλ(daceF
a
µνF
c
ρσ)dbdeDλF
bνρF dσµ which, upon partial
integration cancels the term coming from the α2 contribution in βabcd. Things work out similarly for
the α0 terms. Hence we can set α0 = α2 = 0 without loss of generality and the solution is uniquely
given by (4.22) up to field redefinitions. The interaction (4.17) then takes the following form
Lα
′3
4b = −2ζ(3)g
2α′3fadefbce
{
1
2
F aµνDλF
bν
ρ
(
F cρσDλF
dσµ + F cµσDλF
dσρ
)
−
1
4
F aµνDλF
bµνF cρσDλF
dρσ
}
.
(4.25)
4.4 The string effective action at order α′3
One should keep in mind that at order α′3 one can also write other terms with less derivatives and
more fields, like g3α′3fabffcdgffgeF aµνF
bν
ρF
cρ
σF
dσ
λF
eλ
µ or mixed terms involving two fermion fields and
three F ’s or four fermion fields and one F . All these terms are of order g3 and involve at least five
fields so that they will only show up when computing five-point amplitudes. We have nothing to say
about them here.
We now summarise all order α′3 g2 terms we have extracted from the string four-point ampli-
tude. This higher-derivative piece of the string effective action is uniquely determined (up to field
redefinitions) as
Lα
′3
4 fields = 2ζ(3) g
2α′3 fadefbce ×{
−
1
2
F aµνDλF
bν
ρ
(
F cρσDλF
dσµ + F cµσDλF
dσρ
)
+
1
4
F aµνDλF
bµνF cρσDλF
dρσ
− 2iχaγ(µDν)Dλχ F
cµρDλF
d ν
ρ + iχ
aγµρ[σDν]Dλχ
b F cµνDλF
dρσ
+
1
4
χaγµDνDρχb χcγµDνDρχ
d
}
(4.26)
5 The effective action at order α′4
It is not difficult to continue this exercise at order α′4. The string amplitudes we want to reproduce
are (cf (2.22))
A4|
string
α′4 =
i
3
π4g2α′4
{
(s2 + t2 + u2) str λaλbλcλd −
1
15
[
s(t− u)fabefcde
+t(s− u)facefbde + u(s− t)fadefbce
] }
K(1, 2, 3, 4) . (5.1)
They now contain both, a symmetrised trace piece and an f f piece.
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5.1 Four fermions
We start with an interaction similar to (4.2):
Lα
′4
4f,1 = cˆ1 g
2α′4 gˆabcd χ
aγµDνDρDσχb χcγµDνDρDσχ
d (5.2)
with gˆabcd = gˆcdab where again we can replace D → ∂ at the order g2 we are working. We can then
copy the calculation leading to (4.3), except that now c˜g2α′3 → cˆ1 g2α′4, g˜.... → gˆ.... and the extra
derivatives lead to the replacements
t2 → −
t3
2
, u2 → −
u3
2
, s2 → −
s3
2
. (5.3)
Requiring that this amplitude be proportional to K(u1, u2, u3, u4) implies
gˆabcd + gˆbadc = gˆadbc + gˆdacb = gˆadcb + gˆdabc (5.4)
so that the contribution to the amplitude then is
A4f4 |
(1)
α′4 = −3icˆ1 g
2α′4 (gˆabcd + gˆbadc)(s
2 + t2 + u2)K(u1, u2, u3, u4) . (5.5)
We see that Lα
′4
4f can only reproduce the symmetrised trace part of the string amplitude, and it does
so correctly provided
gˆabcd = str λaλbλcλd , cˆ1 = −
π4
18
. (5.6)
To reproduce the f f piece, we need a different interaction. An interaction of the form ∼
DνχaγµDρDσχb Dνχ
cγµDρDσχ
d does not help since it again leads to (5.3) and hence to (5.5). If
instead we start with
Lα
′4
4f,2 = cˆ2g
2α′4hˆabcd D
νχaγµDρDσχb Dρχ
cγµDνDσχ
d (5.7)
we get
A4f4 |
(2)
α′4 = −
i
4
cˆ2g
2α′4
{ [
− (hˆabcd + hˆbadc)ut− (hˆacbd + hˆcadb)us
+(hˆbacd + hˆabdc)t
2 + (hˆacdb + hˆcabd)s
2
]
(−u u1γ
µu2 u3γµu4)
+
[
(hˆacbd + hˆcadb)u
2 + (hˆadbc + hˆdacb)t
2
−(hˆacdb + hˆcabd)su− (hˆadcb + hˆdabc)st
]
(s u1γ
µu4 u2γµu3)
}
. (5.8)
Matching this to the f f part of the string amplitude requires (up to an overall normalisation)
hˆabcd + hˆbadc + hˆbacd + hˆabdc = 2facefbde + 2fadefbce
hˆacbd + hˆcadb + hˆacdb + hˆcabd = −2fadefbce + 2fabefcde
hˆbacd + hˆabdc + hˆacdb + hˆcabd = −2fabefcde − 2facefbde . (5.9)
This is solved by
hˆabcd = fabefcde + facefbde (5.10)
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and (5.8) equals the f f part of the string amplitude provided the normalisation is chosen as
cˆ2 =
π4
180
. (5.11)
The full four fermion interaction at order α′4 then is
Lα
′4
4f = −
π4
18
g2α′4
{
strχγµDνDρDσχ χγµDνDρDσχ
−
1
10
(fabefcde + facefbde)D
νχaγµDρDσχb Dρχ
cγµDνDσχ
d
}
. (5.12)
5.2 Four bosons
It is straightforward to extend the discussion to the other cases as well. Clearly there will be
a symmetrised trace part and an f f part in each case. Since two more derivatives have to be
distributed than for the α′3 interaction, many more terms are possible in the interaction to start
with.
We begin by considering the symmetrised trace part of the four boson interaction Lα
′4
4b, sym trace part.
One can write down nine different tensor structures with the four derivatives and four field strengths.
Four of these structures are related in an obvious way to the other by partial integration and up
to on-shell terms ∼ DλDλFµν that do not contribute to the amplitude, leaving a general ansatz
for Lα
′4
4b, sym trace part with only five different structures. Thus a priori we have five coefficients to be
determined. As before it is enough to match a single term in K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) in the amplitudes, e.g.
the term −ut
4
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4. In particular, one sees that, due to the factor ut, the part of the amplitude
containing ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 may contain (after replacing any s by −t − u) u3t, u2t2 or ut3 but not u4 or
t4. Vanishing of the u4 + t4 terms imposes one relation between these coefficients. Equality of the
ut(u2 + t2) terms with the ut ut terms, as needed to reproduce an overall factor s2 + t2 + u2 gives
another condition. Matching the overall normalisation then gives a third relation, so that we are left
with two undetermined parameters, say a and b. The details of the computation are by now rather
straightforward and we only give the result. One finds
Lα
′4
4b, sym trace part =
π4
3
g2α′4 str
{
FµνD
λDκF νρ
[
aDλDκFρσF
σµ + bFρσDλDκF
σµ
+ (a+ 2b− 1)DλFρσDκF
σµ
]
−
1
4
FµνD
λDκF µν [2aFρσDλDκF
ρσ + (1− a)DλFρσDκF
ρσ]
}
(5.13)
with arbitrary parameters a and b. However, it is not too difficult to see that the terms ∼ b actually
vanish on-shell, up to partial integration. The same is also true for the terms ∼ a but to show this
is slightly more tricky and requires repeated use of the Bianchi identity. As a result, the str -part of
Lα
′4
4b is uniquely determined and the choices of a and b are irrelevant at this level. Convenient choices
may be a = 1, b = 0 or a = b = 1
3
or even a = b = 0 which lead to somewhat more elegant forms of
Lα
′4
4b, sym trace part than do other choices.
To determine the part of the four boson interaction which involves the products of two structure
constants, in analogy with (5.13), we take the following ansatz
Lα
′4
4b, ff part =
π4g2α′4
90
{
h
(1)
abcdF
a
µνD
λDκF bνρDλDκF
c
ρσF
dσµ
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+ h
(2)
abcdF
a
µνD
λDκF bνρF cρσDλDκF
dσµ
+ h
(3)
abcdF
a
µνD
λDκF bνρDλF
c
ρσDκF
dσµ
+ h
(4)
abcdF
a
µνD
λDκF bµνF cρσDλDκF
dρσ
+ h
(5)
abcdF
a
µνD
λDκF bµνDλF
c
ρσDκF
dρσ
}
. (5.14)
We parametrise the coefficients h
(i)
abcd as
h
(i)
abcd = αifacefbde + βifadefbce (5.15)
As before it is enough to match a single term in K(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4) in the amplitudes, and we again
consider −ut
4
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4. Again, the part of the amplitude containing ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 may contain
u3t, u2t2 or ut3 but not u4 or t4. Extracting all terms ∼ ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 in the amplitude as computed
from (5.14) yields, among others, these unwanted terms ∼ u4 or ∼ t4. They are
π4g2α′4
1440
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4
{
u4 [4(β1 + 4α4)fadefbce + 2(8β4 − β1)facefbde]
+ t4 [4(β1 + 4α4)facefbde + 2(8β4 − β1)fadefbce]
}
(5.16)
and must vanish. This implies α4 = −2β4 = −
1
4
β1 so that
h
(4)
abcd = −β4(facefbde + fabefcde) (5.17)
which is exactly the same combination of the f -tensors as appeared above in the corresponding part
of the 4 fermion interaction. It is quite reasonable to guess that the same combination will also be
determined for the other h
(i)
abcd. To somewhat simplify things, we will assume this from the outset.
So we make this ansatz also for the other h
(i)
abcd:
h
(i)
abcd = −βi(facefbde + fabefcde) , i = 1, . . . 5 . (5.18)
Introducing the notation
F1 = facefbde , F2 = fabefcde (5.19)
the part of the amplitude ∼ ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4 as obtained from (5.14) then is
π4g2α′4
720
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4
{
u3t [(2β1 − 3β3 − 16β5)F1 + (2β1 + 8β5)F2]
+ ut3 [(2β1 − 3β3 − 16β5)F1 + (−4β1 + 3β3 + 8β5)F2]
+ u2t2 [(2β1 + 2β2 − 4β3 − 32β5)F1 + (−β1 − β2 + 2β3 + 16β5)F2]
}
.(5.20)
This must equal the corresponding contribution in the string amplitude which is
π4g2α′4
720
ǫ1 · ǫ2 ǫ3 · ǫ4
{
u3t [−4F1 + 8F2] + ut
3 [−4F1 − 4F2] + u
2t2 [−16F1 + 8F2]
}
, (5.21)
leading to six conditions, but only three of them are linearly independent. This allows us to solve for
β2, β3 and β5 in terms of β1 ≡ 4β. Then we have for all five coefficients the following parametrisation:
β1 = 4β , β2 = −4β , β3 = 8β − 4 , β4 =
1
2
β , β5 = 1− β . (5.22)
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The interaction (5.14) then takes the following form
Lα
′4
4b, ff part = −
2π4g2α′4
45
(facefbde + fabefcde)×
×
{
F aµνD
λDκF bνρ
[
βDλDκF
c
ρσF
dσµ − βF cρσDλDκF
dσµ + (2β − 1)DλF
c
ρσDκF
dσµ
]
+
1
4
F aµνD
λDκF bµν
[
β
2
F cρσDλDκF
dρσ + (1− β)DλF
c
ρσDκF
dρσ
] }
. (5.23)
The parameter β is arbitrary and one can probably show again that the expression multiplying β
vanishes on-shell after partial integration and use of the Bianchi identity. A choice leading to a
particularly simple interaction is β = 0.
Combining the symmetrised trace part for a = b = 0 and the f f -part with β = 0 gives (one form
of) the full 4 boson term at order α′4:
Lα
′4
4b = −
π4g2α′4
3
{
str
[
FµνD
λDκF νρDλFρσDκF
σµ +
1
4
FµνD
λDκF µνDλFρσDκF
ρσ
]
−
2
15
(facefbde + fabefcde)
[
F aµνD
λDκF bνρDλF
c
ρσDκF
dσµ
−
1
4
F aµνD
λDκF bµνDλF
c
ρσDκF
dρσ
] }
. (5.24)
5.3 2 bosons / 2 fermions
Finally we work out the mixed piece Lα
′4
2b/2f much along the same lines as we did for the corresponding
α′3 part. We start with an ansatz similar to (4.8) but with even two more derivatives to be distributed:
Lα
′4
2b/2f = ig
2α′4
{
χaγµDνDλDκχ
b
(
y
(1)
abcd F
cµρDλDκF
d ν
ρ + y
(2)
abcd DλDκF
cµρF d νρ
+ y
(3)
abcd DλF
cµρDκF
d ν
ρ
)
+ χaγµγνγρDσDλDκχ
b
(
z
(1)
abcd F
cµνDλDκF
dρσ + z
(2)
abcd DλDκF
cµνF dρσ
+ z
(3)
abcd DλF
cµνDκF
dρσ
)}
, (5.25)
where again at the order g2 we are working we can replace DλDκ → D(λDκ) etc, or equivalently
replace D → ∂. As for the order α′3 computation we can read the result of the amplitude computation
from the order α′2 result (3.9) by a series of substitutions which take into account the extra factors
of s and t due to the additional derivatives. These are
yadbc →
s4
4
y
(1)
adbc +
t4
4
y
(2)
adbc +
st
4
y
(3)
adbc , yadcb →
t2
4
y
(1)
adcb +
s2
4
y
(2)
adcb +
st
4
y
(3)
adcb
ydabc →
t4
4
y
(1)
dabc +
s2
4
y
(2)
dabc +
st
4
y
(3)
dabc , ydacb →
s2
4
y
(1)
dacb +
t2
4
y
(2)
dacb +
st
4
y
(3)
dacb
z+ →
t2
4
z(1)+ +
s2
4
z(2)+ +
st
4
z(3)+ , z− →
s2
4
z(1)− +
t2
2
z(2)− +
st
4
z(3)− (5.26)
where z(i)± are defined in analogy with (3.10) for z±. We perform these substitutions in the resulting
amplitude (3.9) and match the resulting expression to the string amplitude ∼ uA + sB. Vanishing
of the u1k/3u4 k · ǫ k · ǫ terms requires
y
(2)
abcd = y
(1)
abdc , y
(3)
abcd = y
(3)
abdc (5.27)
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as well as six other conditions relating the z(i)± to combinations of the y(i), namely
4z(i)+ = −y(i)adcb − y
(i)
dabc , 4z
(i)− = −y(i)adbc − y
(i)
dabc . (5.28)
This implies
Z˜ ≡ s2z(1)− + t2z(2)− + stz(3)− = t2z(1)+ + s2z(2)+ + stz(3)+
= −
s2
4
(
y
(1)
adbc + y
(1)
dacb
)
−
t2
4
(
y
(1)
adcb + y
(1)
dabc
)
−
st
4
(
y
(3)
adcb + y
(3)
dabc
)
. (5.29)
Then the amplitude becomes
A
2b/2f
4 |α′4 = −
i
4
g2α′4Z˜ (uA+ sB) = −2ig2α′4Z˜ K(u1, ǫ2, ǫ3, u4) . (5.30)
Matching this to the string amplitude (5.1) implies
Z˜ = −
π4
3
(s2 + t2 + st) strλaλbλcλd
+
π4
90
[
s2(fabefcde − fadefbce) + t
2(facefbde + fadefbce) + 2st(fabefcde + facefbde)
]
. (5.31)
Comparing (5.29) and (5.31) determines the combinations y
(1)
adbc + y
(1)
dacb and y
(3)
adcb + y
(3)
dabc that are
symmetric under simultaneous exchange of a ↔ d and b ↔ c, much as was the situation at order
α′2. There it was shown that the individual yadbc then are determined up to terms that lead to
interactions that vanish on-shell and can be eliminated by field redefinitions. The same probably is
true here, allowing to fix the ambiguities. Then the solutions to the matching equations are
y
(1)
abcd =
2π4
3
str λaλbλcλd +
π4
45
(facefbde + fabefcde)
y
(2)
abcd =
2π4
3
str λaλbλcλd +
π4
45
(fadefbce − fabefcde)
y
(3)
abcd =
2π4
3
str λaλbλcλd +
2π4
45
(facefbde + fadefbce) . (5.32)
Finally (5.28) is solved by
z
(i)
abcd = −
1
4
y
(i)
abcd . (5.33)
Substituting these solutions back into our ansatz (5.25) we obtain for the interaction
Lα
′4
2b/2f =
2
3
iπ4g2α′4 str
{
χγµDνDλDκχ
(
F µρDλDκF
ν
ρ + F
νρDλDκF
µ
ρ +DλF
µρDκF
ν
ρ
)
−
1
4
χγµγνγρDσDλDκχ
(
F µνDλDκF
ρσ + F ρσDλDκF
µν +DλF
µνDκF
ρσ
)}
+
i
45
π4g2α′4(facefbde + fabefcde)
{
χaγµDνDλDκχ
b
(
F cµρDλDκF
d ν
ρ + F
cνρDλDκF
d µ
ρ
)
−
1
4
χaγµγνγρDσDλDκχ
b
(
F cµνDλDκF
dρσ + F cρσDλDκD
dµν
)}
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+
2
45
iπ4g2α′4(facefbde + fadefbce)
{
χaγµDνDλDκχ
bDλF
cµρDκF
d ν
ρ
−
1
4
χaγµγνγρDσDλDκχ
bDλF
cµνDκF
dρσ
}
. (5.34)
This completes our determinatioon of all terms in the open superstring effective action up to and
including order α′4g2.
6 Conclusions
Higher-order in α′ corrections to the low-energy effective action are of two types: additional field
strengths α′gF or additional derivatives α′D2. An example of the first type is the famous α′4g4F 6
term and an example for the second type are terms of the form α′4g2F (D2F )F (D2F ) as obtained
in this paper. While it is usually argued that one can find (interesting) situations where the former
corrections are important, i.e. one has large fields, and the latter are small, i.e. slowly varying fields,
we have argued that both types of corrections are equally important.
In the non-abelian case there is a formal argument which shows that the fluctuation spectra in
such backgrounds receive equally important contributions from both terms. We also presented a
physical argument valid in the non-abelian and the abelian case. The basic idea is that large fields
must fall off to zero at infinity. Either they fall off fast enough so that the fields are important only
in a small region of space or they fall off slowly and are important over a large region. In the first
case the derivatives are large and the higher-derivative terms are important. In the second case we
showed that the total configuration necessarily has a large enough energy to form a black hole, so
that gravity will couple in an important way to the Yang-Mills fields.
With this motivation in mind, we determined all corrections up to and including order α′4 as can
be extracted from the open superstring four-point amplitudes. These terms all involve up to four
Yang-Mills field strengths or fermions. They can be caracterised by being of order g2 in the Yang-
Mills coupling constant. There are the “four boson” terms involving four field strength tensors, the
“two boson / two fermion” term involving two field strengths and two fermions and the four fermion
term. In [8] all these terms were determined at order g2α′2, and here we have obtained all these terms
in the effective action at order g2α′3 (two extra derivatives) and order g2α′4 (four extra derivatives).
They are given in eqs. (4.26), (5.12), (5.24) and (5.34).
While at order g2α′2 all terms took the form of a symmetrised trace, the order g2α′3 terms all are
proportional to the product of two structure constants f f , so that they vanish in the abelian case.
At order g2α′4 and all higher orders, both, a symmetrised trace part and an f f part are present. In
particular, computations of the fluctuation spectra at order α′4 will have to take into account these
explicitly non-symmetric f f -pieces of the higher-derivative order g2α′4 terms we have determined.
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A Conventions and identities
In this appendix we gather conventions and useful identities. We use the same conventions as in [8]
but found it convenient to collect them here again
Kinematics:
s = (k1 + k2)
2 , t = (k1 + k3)
2 , u = (k1 + k4)
2 (A.1)
with all momenta incoming and we use signature (+,−, . . . ,−). Since all our states are massless we
have s+ t + u = 0.
Spinors: The Clifford algebra is {γµ, γν} = 2ηµν , i.e. (γ0)2 = +1. Antisymmetric products of
γ-matrices are defined with weight 1: γµν =
1
2
(γµγν − γνγµ) etc. Often used identities are
γµνρ = γµγνγρ − γµηνρ + γνηµρ − γρηµν
γµγνρ = γµνρ + γρηµν − γνηµρ
γνργµ = γνρµ + γνηµρ − γρηµν (A.2)
The ten-dimensional spinors are 16-component Majorana-Weyl spinors and satisfy various identities.
In particular, due to the Weyl property χ1γµ1...µpχ2 = 0 for all even p, and the expressions with p > 5
are related to those with 10 − p < 5. Due to the Majorana property anticommuting spinor fields
satisfy
χ1χ2 = χ2χ1 , χ1γµχ2 = −χ2γµχ1 ,
χ1γµ1...µpχ2 = (−)
pχ2γµp...µ1χ1 = (−)
p(p+1)/2χ2γµ1...µpχ1 (A.3)
Note that when the anticommuting spinor fields are replaced by commuting spinor wave-functions
we have the analogous identities but with an extra minus sign.
There are also various Fierz identities which can be derived from the following basic identity [13]
valid for ten-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinors (a Weyl projector is implicitly assumed to multiply
the r.h.s.)
ψλ = −
1
16
γµ(λγµψ) +
1
96
γµνρ(λγµνρψ)−
1
3840
γµνρσκ(λγµνρσκψ) (A.4)
from which follows
χγµψ λγµϕ =
1
2
χγµϕ λγµψ −
1
24
χγµνρϕ λγµνρψ (A.5)
as well as
χγ(µψ λγν)ϕ = −
1
8
χγ(µϕ λγν)ψ +
1
16
χγρσ(µϕ λγ
ν)
ρσψ −
1
384
χγρσλκ(µϕ λγ
ν)
ρσλκψ
+ηµν
[
1
16
χγρϕ λγρψ −
1
96
χγρσλϕ λγρσλψ +
1
3840
χγρσλκτϕ λγρσλκτψ
]
, (A.6)
where (µν) indicates symmetrisation in µ and ν.
Gauge group, dabc and fabc tensors : We denote by λa the hermitian generators of the fundamental
representation of U(N). The various normalisations are fixed by
[λa, λb] = ifabcλc , {λa, λb} = dabcλc , trλaλb = δab (A.7)
with real structure constants fabc and real dabc. These definitions imply
tr [λa, λb]λc = ifabc , tr {λa, λb}λc = dabc . (A.8)
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The generators of the adjoint representation are (T adja )bc = −ifabc, which is the only representation
of interest to us. The covariant derivative then is
(Dadjµ )ac = δac∂µ − igA
b
µ(T
adj
b )ac = δac∂µ + gfabcA
b
µ (A.9)
The field strength then is given by [Dµ, Dν ]ac = gfabcF
b
µν i.e.
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νA
a
µ + gfabcA
b
µA
c
ν (A.10)
Possible 4-index tensors on the gauge group that could arise from a single trace are of the form
dabedcde, fabefcde or dabefcde. There are 12 such possible tensors, but they are related by various Jacobi
identities:
fabefcde = dacedbde − dadedbce
dabefcde + dbcefade + dcaefbde = 0 . (A.11)
The first type of identities allows to express all ff tensors as dd tensors, and the second type of
identities allows to express 3 among the 6 df tensors in terms of the 3 others. We may choose
β1 = dabefcde, β2 = dcdefabe and β3 = dadefbce − dbdeface as independent, and use them to express the
three other β4 = dacefbde, β5 = dbcefade and β6 = dadefbce + dbdeface:
β4 = −(β1 + β3)/2 + β2 , β5 = −(β1 − β3)/2− β2 , β6 = β1 . (A.12)
Then, if we expand a general tensor as
Xabcd = x1dabedcde+ x2dacedbde+ x3dadedbce+ x4dabefcde+ x5dcdefabe+ x6(dadefbce− dbdeface) , (A.13)
knowing only X(ab)cd will leave x2 − x3, x5 and x6 undetermined, while knowing Xabcd + Xbadc will
leave x4 and x5 undetermined. Finally we note that
str λaλbλcλd =
1
12
(dabedcde + dacedbde + dadedbce) . (A.14)
Feynman rules: From LSYM = tr
(
−1
4
FµνF
µν + i
2
χγµDµχ
)
we read the following Feynman rules
for tree amplitudes (no ghosts): the fermion propagator is +iδab/k/, the gluon propagator −iδabηµν/k2
(any gauge dependent additional terms ∼ kµ or ∼ kν drop out in all our amplitudes). All vertices
are obtained from the relevant interaction terms with the rule ∂µ → −ikµ where the momentum k is
going into the vertex.
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